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Answering the call...      by Michele Poe 
  

We all know that many more rehabilitators of all species are 

desperately needed, but have you ever wondered why there are 

even fewer bird rehabbers?  Probably because it's one of the most, if 

not the most, time monopolizing and energy zapping type of 

wildlife rehabilitation there is.  Most of us would be unwilling or 

unable to make this type of commitment.  Amazingly, bird 

rehabber Jackie Schaible made that commitment for 28 years! But 

now, Jackie has decided to stop rehabbing birds, protected or unprotected, exotic or 

domestic and is more than ready to streamline and simplify her life.  No one is more 

deserving, and her decision surprises no one!  Most everyone has often wondered how 

she managed it for so long!  Her dedication to and respect for rehabbing sets a high bar 

for rehabbers everywhere.   

  

So, as of now, please discontinue calling Jackie for intakes or to process calls. She 

wants to continue to help with information and problem solving by phone whenever 

she can, but asks that her contact information not be given to the public.  FYI – her 

shop (Maw & Paw’s Pets) will remain open.   

  

Many thanks to Jackie for her contribution to wildlife rehabilitation and much good 

luck on her new adventure!  She's truly a RARE BIRD!  

  

Jean Chamberlain, WRI’s bird rehabber, who usually limits her responses to birds of 

prey, is available and prepared to respond to and rehabilitate additional bird 

species.  The On-Call Team has received instructions about how to process bird calls 

since Jackie is no longer rehabbing.   
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It’s time to renew your WRNC membership!  
 

The web site of Wildlife Rehabilitators of North Carolina says: 
For logistical reasons the WRNC board changed the membership period to coincide 

with our fiscal calendar which is May 1st to April 30th. If you renewed during the 

symposium you only paid $ 7.50 for a 6-month membership. Since we are starting a 

new year, please go to the WRNC website and renew via PayPal.  

http://www.ncwildliferehab.org/membership/member_application.php  
 

Why should you be a member?  

 receive a reduced registration fee for the WRNC annual symposium  

 become eligible to apply for a $500 cage grant (if you live in NC)  

 become eligible to apply for a scholarship to attend the annual symposium which 

includes registration and hotel  

 receive our quarterly WRNC Newsletter (chocked full of wildlife articles and 

educational rehab information)  

 network within the WRNC membership for a lifeline and a wildlife rehabilitation 

goldmine!  

 

Forsyth Tech Community College course:   

Wildlife Rehabilitation – Includes instruction on the dangers encountered 

with wildlife, proper handling techniques, intake procedures, basic medical 

practices, and proper feeding of various native wildlife species.  Course 

Code 125335, $55, 8/28 – 11/3 Tues. 6 - 9PM 

 

We're growing! 
 

Members - 68 

Facebook followers - 284 

Total Capital - $13,508 

 

http://www.ncwildliferehab.org/membership/member_application.php
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River Critters     by Michele Poe 

 

On a recent Sunday morning, Aaron Burris (Piedmont Wildlife Services) asked if I'd pick 

up an injured baby otter from a grounds keeper at Oak Valley Golf course, about ten 

minutes from me. I agreed to go, googled how to care for it, grabbed a carrier, and went. 

I was excited - my first otter and a baby!  I texted WRI member Nancy Porter to come 

over in case I needed help treating it.  
 

When I got to the grounds shop, carrier in hand, the man walking towards me started 

shaking his head and smiling - apparently the carrier I'd brought was woefully small. 

He laughingly said the otter would never fit so I took it home in his box.  
 

When I got home and opened the box, the otter didn't look like the baby I'd expected, 

but it did look young and had a significant wound on one shoulder.  I prepared a syringe 

of antibiotics and took off the thick glove I was wearing so I could better manage the 

syringe. Nancy tightly held the otter, being careful of its wound, and as I lowered my 

bare hand, that little guy bit me harder and quicker than I have been bitten in ten years 

of rehabbing. He had my finger in a serious death grip. I knew if I pulled away, the skin 

would tear making it worse. I thumped him in the face as hard as I could with the other 

hand and he finally released my finger. I had four deep puncture wounds that thankfully 

did not require medical attention.  I transferred the otter to rehabber Cathy Leonard 

because she'd rehabbed an otter last season.   
 

I decided to tell Aaron about the bite, so I texted him a photo of the otter and briefly told 

him what happened. He quickly replied saying "I hate to tell you, but this is no otter. It's 

a full-grown mink. I'm surprised you still have a hand". A mink!? What the heck is a 

mink anyway? So, I googled again and learned that an otter and a mink do resemble 

each other and are often confused, however their personalities are very different - otters 

are shy and secretive and minks are aggressive and bold. Great!  
 

The next morning Cathy told me the mink had died and her employer, Dr. Schmunk at 

North Davidson Animal Hospital, recommended that I notify the local health 

department. My vet, Dr. Spindel at Animal Ark, recommended the same. The mink was 

to be sent to the state and tested for rabies, but since the results would exceed the 48 

hour window, the state's Health Department directed me to start rabies vaccines. One 
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day after the bite, I was at an emergency department getting the first of a seven shot 

rabies series. Thankfully, the mink was not rabid and I could have stopped the vaccines, 

but I opted to continue "just in case".   
 

This painful experience reminded me just how serious the threat of rabies is and how to 

tell the difference between an otter and a mink!   
 

           
 
 
 

North Carolina Regional Wildlife Medicine Symposium at Lees-

McRae College... 
The second annual NC Regional Wildlife Medicine Symposium provides a continuing 

education opportunity for veterinarians and veterinary technicians focused on the 

recognition, triage, and treatment of wildlife.   The symposium will be taking place 

July 27, 2018.   

www.lmc.edu/community/wildlife-medicine-symposium.htm  
The  Regional Wldlife Medicine Symposium provides a continuing  

  

Over the last two months friends and volunteers have converged week-

ends at Jean Chamberlain’s house to disassemble, move, and reassemble rehab 

cages from Jean’s old address to her new one.  

 

Hard work, comradery, and ultimate success can be seen in these pics by Madelyn: 

http://www.lmc.edu/community/wildlife-medicine-symposium.htm
http://www.lmc.edu/community/wildlife-medicine-symposium.htm
http://www.lmc.edu/community/wildlife-medicine-symposium.htm
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Heatwave dangers to wildlife: a message from Wildlife Rehab Inc. and 

Wildlife Welfare Inc. 

 

 From Australia, Tips to helping wildlife during a heatwave: 

1. Leave non-spill bowls of water up high for possums but not on carport roofs as the heat from steel 

can burn their paws. 

2. Place water in shallow terracotta bowls on ground for lizards. 

3. Top up bird baths with cool water. 

4. Keep dogs and cats confined so that when wildlife comes in search of water they’re not vulnerable 

to attacks. 

5. If you put a bucket of water out, put a stick in it to prevent possums falling in and drowning. 

6. If you find a dehydrated animal in need of help, bring it into a cool, quiet place and offer it water. 

Do NOT offer it sugar water. 

7. Keep it in a box in front of a fan with an ice pack in front of it, on tiles; if it gets better then consider 

releasing it at dusk when it is cooler. 

See more at https://www.zoo.org.au/healesville/news/helping-wildlife-in-heatwave 

https://www.zoo.org.au/healesville/news/helping-wildlife-in-heatwave
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Upcoming public programs 

* Saturday, September 15th, 10 to 4 at Historic Bethabara Park 

* Wild Birds Unlimited stores: October / November at Greensboro, High Point, 

Winston-Salem 

WRI at Hanging Rock State Park Lake, July 15th:    photos by Brittany, Melinda 

                                       

Melinda                                                            Brittany                                                                                       Melonie     

                          

    Jean                                                                                               Meredith      
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The summer edition of the WRNC newsletter is available at 

http://www.ncwildliferehab.org/newsletter/newsletter.html  

                                                                               - Jean Chamberlain 
 

 

 

 

 

Join the Wildlife Rehab Inc. group on Facebook 
 

Send items or comments for Wildlife Rehab Inc. newsletter to Paul at wripaul86@gmail.com 
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